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Snow Away Product # 286
Snow Away helps to prevent the bonding of snow and ice to pavements when used before snow falls. This pre-treatment will accelerate
the action of solid ice melt products that are applied after Snow Away. Can also be used on outdoor mechanical handling systems such
as conveyors and elevators, as well as on walkways, rail switches and virtually all outdoor deicing applications.
Use on:
 Parking Lots  Sidewalks  Rail Switches  Outdoor Conveyors  Outdoor Elevators

Features and Benefits
 Fast and easy to use
 Lowers operating temperatures of solid ice melt products
 Improves performance and longevity of solid rock salt and sand when applied prior to their use
 Effective in temperatures of -10ºF.
 Use as pre-wetter before precipitation or after snow and ice has already accumulated

Directions Complete directions on product label

ACCELERATOR: Significantly improves the performance and longevity of
solid rock salt and abrasives like sand.

APPLICATION: 0.5 Gallons/1000 square feet. Adjust dilution depending on
requirement.

ANTI-ICER/PRE-WETTER: Spray on pavement before precipitation.
APPLICATION: 0.5 Gallons/1000 square feet. Adjust dilution depending on
requirement.
DEICER: Effective deicer when applied on top of snow and ice. On glazed
ice it may be necessary to score the surface in several places before
applying to allow penetration and to prevent run-off. More than one
application may be necessary in extreme conditions.
RECOMMENDED APPLICATION: Near 32°F on thin ice use 1.0 - 2.0
gallons/1000 square feet.  Less than 10° F use 3.0 - 6.0 gallons/1000
square feet.

Safety
Keep out of the reach of children.

NFPA® RATINGS
Flammability

Health                                Reactivity

Properties
Appearance..... Colorless liquid
Fragrance........ None
Ready to use.... Yes

.
Ingredients CAS Number
Water...................................................................................................................................... 7732-18-5
Sodium chloride...................................................................................................................... 7637-14-5
Yellow Prussiate of Soda…………………………………………………………………………… 13601-19-9

DOT Shipping   (ground transportation)
Proper Shipping Name: None
Class: None
ID Number: None
Package Group: None

Quantities
30, 35 & 55 gallon
5 or 6 gallon
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